
Construction manual GGT Arpolith granulate 

Here are some directions for the installation of the GGT Arpolith granulate: 

1. Preparation of arena: Loosen and level riding surface well with an arena leveller. (Surface 
must be evenly dry. Previously remove horse droppings.)

2. Distribute the GGT Arpolith evenly on the footing; either by hand or by a grass seed drill; for 
large areas use a tractor and fertilizer spreader.

3. Immediately after application work granulate into the complete footing with arena leveller and 
mix well! (If you spread GGT Arpolith on wet surfaces, it will immediately start to absorb water 
and you have to incorporate it at once.)

For an optimal incorporation into the footing, we recommend using an arena leveller equipped 
with 1 to 2 rows of spring tines, smoothing sheet and re-compaction unit (roller).

� Caution: On wet surfaces, incorporation can only be effected expediently by means of a 
rotary harrow or a milling machine.

4. Consumption: Depending on height of footing between 0.5 to 0.7 lb per sqyd. (For special 
footings higher quantities might be advisable, please do not hesitate to ask!)

5. After incorporation, footing shall be irrigated sufficiently so that the granulate is able to absorb 
and store water and footing can settle. (at least  per 3.5 gal per sqyd to reach a  saturation of 
the footing.)

6. CAUTION: Do not work GGT Arpolith into the surface as long as the arena is under water!

Characteristics: 

GGT Arpolith stores the thirtyfold of its own weight in water and is biologically degradable.  It reduces 
significantly dust in riding halls, saves water and man power and prevents waterlogging in outdoor 
arenas. 

Effectiveness: 

Guaranteed for 2 years. Then its functionality decreases and can be restored at 100 % by 
incorporating new GGT Arpolith.  
Compatible with magnesium chloride, salts and resistant against ammonia! 
Also suitable for older riding surfaces to improve soil structure. 

For queries and further information please do not hesitate to contact us. 

 

Our team wishes you much pleasure with your GGT footing product! 




